We offer wide range of inductive, capacitive and photoelectric sensors, PIR motion sensors, faucet sensors and accessories, sequence controllers for process automation, production display boards, measuring instruments and solar charge controllers.
About Us

In this modern scientific world, automation is making rapid steps and taking over number of tasks hither to done manually or mechanically. Many of such systems are already in place eying low manpower, safety, speed, energy saving and accuracy. In this scenario we wish to provide our expertise in association with some of the best in class for the modern world industries. Available with us, broad range and most modern electronic instruments and sensors that address both industrial and commercial automation process applications. Proximity Sensors ( inductive, capacitive, photoelectric, fiber optic, infrared, color mark, safety light curtains, passive infrared sensor for lights, sensor faucets etc., ) Microprocessor based Sequence Controllers and Relay Cards.
Production Display Boards, Weighbridge data display boards, Digital Panel Meters, Preset Counters and Timers: Temperature Controllers and Thermocouples, Linear power supplies, DC Motor controllers, SMPS, DC to DC Converters, Battery Chargers, Step up and Step down transformers Solar charge controllers ( for UPS also )

Commercial Front: On the commercial front we provide Sensors like Parking sensors and accessories, Elevator safety light curtain sensors, Passive infra red motion sensors or otherwise called PIR sensors for lights and electrical appliances, Faucet sensors and accessories for auto flush of urinal, toilet and showers, Passive infrared beam detectors for safety and security...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/progreendigitals/aboutus.html
MOTION SENSORS

Ultrasonic Motion Sensors

PIR Motion Sensor Switch

PIR Motion Sensor Switch

PIR Motion Sensor Switch
PHOTOELECTRIC SENSORS

Yarn Detecting Sensor

Safety Light Curtain Sensor

Free Power Photoelectric Sensor

Rectangular Type Inductive Sensor
PROXIMITY SENSORS

Ultramini Sensors

Ring Inductive Sensors

AC DC Photoelectric Sensors

DC High Pressurerated Inductive Sensors
SECURITY SENSORS

Active Photoelectric Alarm Infrared Detector

Solar Wireless Dual Photoelectric Detector

Photoelectric Single Beam Detector

UV Flame Sensor
DISPLAY UNITS

Production Display Counters

Target, Actual and Efficiency Counter

Target Actual and Difference Counter

Temperature And Humidity Displays
PROCESS CONTROLLER

- Process Monitors
- Window Regulator Motor Tester
- Multi Channel Digital Temperature Controller
- Logic Control Unit
POWER SUPPLIES & DC DRIVES

SMPS Power Supply

Linear Regulated Fixed Power Supply (110VDC)

DC Motor Controllers
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- PIR Motion Sensors
- Photoelectric sensor (FM8)
- High Temperature Inductive Sensors
- Outdoor Flame UV Sensor
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CONTACT US

Pro Green Digitals
Contact Person: Roshan Parayi

No. 2, 4th Floor, 1st Main, Chamundeshwari Layout Vidyaranyapura Main Road, Dodda Bommasandra
Bengaluru - 560097, Karnataka, India

https://www.indiamart.com/progreendigitals/